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   with either Mr, Kelley or me in connection with the Kennedy assassina- tion, He did not wish to discuss it over the phone and wished to meet ‘ 

in person, After checking with Mr. Kelley as to his commitments, I 
    

advised Mr. Gigzuea that Mr. Kelley would be avai his convenience on Monday, 7/7/ 75, and Mr. Gs 

Monday morning. 7 
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lable to see him at . 
ag advised he would clear up some pending appointments and arrange to be in Washington on 

£2-3met with the Director and me on Monday morning, 
Mr, 

1/7/15, -and discussed the fact that he had been advised by a source, whose identity he could not reveal but whose reliability he had no reason to doubt, of iwo allegations which warranted the Bureau's attention but apparently had not been previously brought to the Bureau's attention, One was an allegation that Lee Harvey Oswald had actually visited the FBI aan on Office in Dallas following a visit by Agent James P. Hosty, Jr., to the Pierce residence (actually Paine residence) and possibly le letter. This visit was later covered up following the assas 
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President Kennedy by Oswald, The second episode related to a call made to the Bureau Office in Dallas, before the slaying of Oswald, warning that Oswald would be Shot; further, that this information had been conveyed to - the Dallas Police Department, however, the following day Oswald was shot. : 

  

Mr. & = dictated to Mrs, Metcalf his recollection of the information furnished to him, pointing out that he did not take notes at the time the source was furnishing him the information but later made notes, a _ The results of this dictation are attached along with other notes dictated _ 
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